
Chapter 11 Review Part 1 Covers 11.1-11.4 day 2 

 

1. State whether each of the following is a quantitative variable, categorical variable or neither 

 a. Asking a SHS student how many school days they had off for the snow 

 b. Asking all of the Juniors what their favorite movie genre is  

 c. Asking Miss Caesar’s 3rd period class how long it takes them to get to school 

 

Pick the best answer for #2-5 

2. You are doing a poll to see who is going to be elected as the next ASB president at SHS. You ask the students 

in Mrs. Brown’s 4th period class who they are planning to vote for. What could NOT be the population for this 

sample? 

 A. All of Mrs. Brown’s students   C. All of the students at SHS 

 B. All the math students at SHS   D. The Freshmen in Mrs. Brown’s 4th period 

 

3. A store asks the first 50 people who come into their store if they like the new store layout. What type of 

sampling method is this? 

 A. Systematic Survey    B. Stratified Sampling 

 C. Convenience Sampling   D. Cluster Sampling 

 

4. Mr. Hennig asks all of the students to go the gym and tells them they can sit where ever, does not need to be 

by grade, then he asks just the Senior bleachers section to participate in the experiment. What type of sampling 

method is this? 

 A. Sample Survey    B. Stratified Sampling 

 C. Convenience Sampling   D. Cluster Sampling 

 

5. Which of the following is an example of a statistical experiment? 

 

A. The number students sitting outside during lunch is compared to last year’s number on the same day. 

 

B. Students are asked to text ASB to comment about the need for fewer tables. 

 

C. 100 students are asked if they want fewer tables outside for lunch. 

 

D. Fewer tables are put outside and students are then asked if they like the change. 

 

6. Explain the difference between cluster and stratified sampling. 

 

7. Explain the difference between the experimental group & controlled group. 

 

8.   The height of students is normally distributed with a mean of 178cm and a standard deviation of 8 cm. 

A. Find the percentage of students who height is: 

  i. between 162cm and 170cm  ii. between 170cm and 186 cm 

  iii. less than 162cm    iv. greater than 162cm 

B. Find a value of k  such that 84% of the students are taller than k cm. 

 

9. The weight of Jason’s oranges are normally distributed.  84%  of the crop weighed more than 152 g and 16%  

weighed more than 200 g. 

A. Find   and   for the crop. 

B. What proportion of the oranges weight between 152g and 224 g? 

 



10. Five stores in Tulsa Oklahoma, sell the same model of a graphing calculator for $89.95, $93.49, $109.39, 

$93.49, and $97.69.  What are the median price, the mean price, and the standard deviation? 

 

 

11. Use the following set of numbers to answer the questions below: 7, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 2,3,6         

A. Find the measures of center and standard deviation 

B.  Find the five number summary 

 

12. Use the following test scores to answer the following questions: 88, 95, 92, 60, 86, 78, 95, 98, 92, 96, 70, 

80, 96, 89 

 A. Graph the histogram for the data above and find the type of skew that represents the data 

 B. What 2 pieces of data should be used to describe this data? 

 

13. Jared takes a test with 42   and 5  .  If his score has a z -score of 1.3 , what did he get on the test? 

 

14. The SAT had a mean of 550 and a standard deviation of 40. Find the following questions: 

 A. What was the z-score if Karen scored a 600 on the SAT? 

 B. If Anna’s z-score was -1.2 was she above or below the average? By how much? 

 C. Find Frank’s z-score if he scored a 720  

 

15. The mean of the Chapter 3 for a science class was 78 with a standard deviation of 5. 

 A. What score did Ami get if she is in the 84th percentile? 

 B. What is Ruth’s z-score if she is in the 16th percentile? 

  

 

         

 

 


